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1976 OPERATIONS PLAN

I. INTRODUCTION

In the United States the annual hail crop losses estimated by the

Department of Agriculture exceed $680 million per year in 1973 dollars.

Damage to property is more difficult to assess but is estimated to be some

10-20% of the latter figure. Clearly, the economic incentive to suppress

hail is quite great. Recent studies (Borland and Snyder, 1975) have shown

that even small reductions in hail (on the order of 25%) are cost-beneficial.

These same studies also indicate that even smaller fractional increases in

rainfall from cloud seeding would be cost beneficial.

Research on the questions of hail suppression and rain augmentation

requires investigations of the processes of precipitation formation in severe

convection. Thus, the efforts in the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE)

while focusing on hail suppression are also carefully considering the assoc-

iated problems of rain formation and enhancement. The Revised Plan for NHRE,

dated February 1976, presents a balanced approach of studies of the physical

processes responsible for precipitation formation and a randomized seeding

experiment designed to evaluate the efficacy of current seeding techniques.

The basic approach in the 1976 field program will be coordinated, multiple-

aircraft storm penetrations and cloud-base measurements in combination with

conventional and Doppler radar observations. Objectives include: Identifying

the location and microphysical structure of embryo growth regions (particularly

"first echo" regions); determining the trajectories of hailstones and their

growth environment; directly evaluating the effects of seeding by using data
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and radar; and determining the dynamical structure and evolution of the

storm.

In addition to the above, the following specific questions will be

addressed: Is the competition idea really viable for storms in northeast

Colorado, and if so, where and how does one seed storms of various types

so as to produce particles that will be carried by the storm circulation

into the natural hail growth region where they can compete; do large

water drops exist in the cloud and do they make the task of hail suppression

easier; does hail grow in supercell storms in the manner proposed by the

recent Browning-Foote model, and if so, can an effective hail suppression

scheme for supercell storms be devised; are giant nuclei commonly present

at cloud base, and if so, what is their role; is there a relation between

measured ice nucleus concentrations and ice particles in the cloud; and is

nature really deficient in ice nuclei?

The principal research components of the 1976 field program will be the

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T) T-28, the NCAR/NOAA sailplane,

the University of Wyoming Queen Air, two Queen Airs from the NCAR Research Aviation

Facility, the NCAR dual-wavelength radar system, a C-band dual-Doppler radar system

from NCAR/FOF, the X-band dual-Doppler radar system from the NOAA Wave Propagation

Laboratory, the surface mesonetwork (including the FOF Portable Automated Mesonet-

work) (PAM), three rawinsonde stations, cloud photography, two surface aerosol and

nucleus measuring sites, four mobile teams (two from NCAR and two from the University

of Wyoming) and a crop-damage network to be operated by ESIG.

Also in 1976, preliminary trials will be conducted using the NCAR Sabreliner

to evaluate the feasibility of on top seeding techniques. A dense network of pre-

cipitation measuring instrumentation will also be used in the 1976 season to determine

the density and areal coverage of the hail measuring network to be employed when the
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randomized seeding experiment is re.sumed.

In addition to the above, the :.OAA Wave Propagation Laboratory plans to

conduct a mesoscale field studies within the supporting meteorological network

of the 1976 field program. The principal research components of this cooperative

effort will be: two optical scintellation triangles, a microbarograph array, a

monostatic acoustic echo sounder, an FM-CW Doppler radar, and an infrared Doppler

lidar.
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II. CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

The overall field program will be under the direction of Donald Veal,

the Director of NHRE, and in his absence R. W. Sanborn, the Deputy Director.

The day-to-day operation of the project will be under the direction and

control of an Operations Director, who will be located at the Grover

Headquarters. It will be the task of the Operations Director to organize

and conduct the briefing sessions; to formulate, after consultation with the

participants, the operational plan for the day (these will be in conformity

with the specifications set out in later portions of this plan); and to

supervise and direct the execution of that plan.

Again this year, because the Colorado Weather Modification Act

requires that a person licensed under that act be in control of the cloud

seeding operations, the duties of the Operations Director will be undertaken by

G. B. Foote, C. A. Knight or R. W. Sanborn, on any day that seeding operations

are scheduled. All hold a weather modification license from the State of

Colorado. Similarly on days when no seeding operations are planned G. B.

Foote, J.C. Fankhauser, or C.A. Knight will act as the Operations Director.

The approach in the 1976 field season will be to conduct a coordinated

set of multiple aircraft penetrations and cloud base measurements in concert

with conventional and Doppler radar measurements. The objectives to be pursued

during the field program are set forth in section I.

The summer field program will extend from 1 June 1976, through 31 July

1976. Prior to that time beginning on 18 May 1976, a coordinated check-out

of all available systemswill be conducted. During this period if the
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equipment is working properly research data will be gathered in accordance

with the observational procedures set forth in later sections of this plan.

A summary of the operations schedule is included (see table 1) beginning on

page 6.

During the operational period (1 June-31 July), certain designated

systems will operate on a seven-day-per-week schedule. These are the Grover

dual-wavelength radar, the DRI S-band radar equipped for time-lapse photo-

graphy, the mesometeorological network, the precipitation network, and the

Sterling rawinsonde. Of the above systems, only the DRI M-33 radar will

operate on a 24-hour-per-day schedule. The remaining systems will standby

for operations on all days except for several scheduled days off. These are

20 June, 4 and 5 July and 18 July. Based on a forecast other weekend days

may be scheduled off for this group. All interested parties will be notified

by not later than 1900 MDT on Friday or Saturday preceding the day or days

off.

To assist in the conduct of the daily operations several schedules have

been prepared. The first summarizes the fixed daily events that occur.

These are presented on table 2, page 12. The other two schedules are flexible,

and have been prepared to be used as guides in planning either the Initial Stages of

Precipitation Experiment or the Mature Storm Study. These two schedules will be

found on pages 24 and 25 of section III (Tables 4 and 5).

On each day of the week from 18 May through 31 July rawinsonde observations

will be released at Sterling at 0730 MDT (Mountain Daylight Time will be used as

the official time base in NHRE); the data will be transmitted to the Bureau of

Reclamation (BuRec) Computer Center where it will be reduced. These and other

data from the BuRec computer will be available at the Grover Headquarters. A

daily assessment of expected weather conditions will be prepared using these data,
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Table 1

NHRE Field Operations Schedule

Date Component Tasks

3-7 May CP-2 Move DADS, CP-2 control unit and MINA II
to Grover. Begin system integration.

SDSM&T T-28 Establish base at Laramie, install PMS
system.

Sailplane Conduct test flights in the Boulder area.

Communications Install Laramie link.

Mesonet Commence installation and on-site training.

PAM Continue field installation.

DRI M-33 Radar Continue system check-out.

NCAR Aerosol Install equipment at Chapel Ranch

Measurements field site.

Precipitation Continue equipment installation.
Network

Logistics Open all NHRE housing at Grover, open
site cafeteria.

10-14 May CP-2 System integration including DRI M-33,
conduct simulated checks.

C-band Dopplers Move equipment to field site, begin
system check-outs.

X-band Dopplers Move equipment to field sites, begin
system check-outs.

SDSM&T T-28 Calibrate systems, conduct flight tests.

NCAR 304, 306, Install instruments.
and 307

Sailplane Conduct flight tests in Grover area.

Communications Install repeater east of Grover,
compute system check-out.

Mesonet Continue installation.

PAM Continue installation.
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Table 1 (continued)

Date Component Tasks

10-14 May Rawinsonde Conduct integrated system check. Install

continued equipment at field sites.

DRI M-33 Radar Integrate systems with DADS.

Photography Install equipment at field sites.

NCAR Aerosol Begin field check out.
Measurements

Precipitation Continue equipment installation.
Network Complete field calibrations.

17-21 May CP-2 Radar Calibrate, operate, take and process data.

C-band Dopplers Calibrate, operate and take data.

X-band Dopplers Calibrate, operate and take data.

SDSM&T T-28 Tower flybys and intercomparison flights.

NCAR 304, 306 Tower flybys and intercomparison flights.
and 307

Sailplane Continue flight tests. Establish
Butler field site.

Mesonet Begin collecting data.

PAM Begin collecting data.

Rawinsonde Begin collecting data.

DRI M-33 Radar Begin collecting data.

Photography Begin collecting data.

NCAR Aerosol Begin collecting data.
Measurements

Precipitation Complete installation, begin collecting

Network data.

All systems Near end of week conduct fully integrated
system check outs (CP-2, DADS, DRI M-33 -
aircraft tracking tests)
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Table 1 (continued)

Date Component Tasks

24-28 May All systems Conduct integrated system checkouts and
collect data under actual storm con-
ditions, fine-tune systems and clean
up miscellaneous details.

29 May Wyoming 10UW Install additional equipment.

31 May Wyoming 10UW Conduct tower flybys.

1 June Begin summer fieldexperiment, which
will continue through 31 July. Begin
observations of aerosols at Sidney
Airport. Wyoming mobile meteorological
systems begin operations.

20 June Scheduled day off for all personnel
except CP-2, Mesonet, DRI M-33, precipita-
tion Net, and Sterling rawinsondes.

21 June BP System Begin boundary layer measurements to
continue through 31 July.

21 June WPL Cooperative Establish field sites, observations
Measurements will continue through 15 July.

4-5 July Scheduled day off for all personnel
except CP-2, Mesonet, DRI M-33, Precipita-
tion Net, and Sterling rawinsondes.

18 July Scheduled day off for all personnel
except CP-2, Mesonet, DRI M-33, Precipita-
tion Net, and Sterling rawinsondes.

31 July Last day of summer field experiment.

2-6 August Wrap up.
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synoptic data available from the facsimile and teletype, and surface con-

ditions at Grover.

At about 1000 MDT each day, any change in the status of equipment and

systems will be transmitted to Grover by each participating group. It should

be emphasized that this includes each system listed in section III. This

information will be displayed on a status board in the Operation Director's

office.

Visual surveillance of cloud development will be initiated by 1000 MDT,

and a radar watch will be initiated by not later than 1030 MDT each day.

At 1115 MDT a staff briefing will be held at Grover to discuss the

weather outlook, the equipment status and tentative schedules and plans for

the day. Each day's weather forecast shall include the following items:

1. The most favorable area for storm formation.

2. Cloud base and top, and significant temperature levels.

3. Storm movements

4. Storm intensity

5. Time of first 10 cm radar echoes.

6. Time of mature storm development.

In addition, the research activities of the previous day will be reviewed.

The previous days forecast will be critiqued and interesting research results of

earlier operations presented on an as available basis.

At 1145 MDT each day a conference call will be conducted by radio from Grover

with participants located at NCAR, the Research Flight Facility at Jeffco, the

University of Wyoming and South Dakota School of Mines and Technology base at

Laramie, the mesonet base at Kimball, the rawinsonde base at Kimball, the Field

Observing Facility C-band Dopplers, the NOAA/WPL X-band Dopplers, the sampling

sites at Sidney and Chapel Ranch, and the sailplane base at Butler. This briefing
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will consist of the following items:

1. Equipment status

2. Weather briefing as outlined above

3. Schedules and plans for the day, including tentative take-off

times for all aircraft.

4. 1330 radiosonde releases for Grover and Potter will be scheduled

if warranted by the forecast potential.

At 1330 MDT, if the operational situation has not already developed, a

final briefing will be held at Grover to review the days plan with the opera-

tions staff. Any modification proposed will be discussed with principal

participants as outlined above.

As the day progresses all participants shall be kept advised as any

significant changes occur. These include storm development and movements,

any other significant changes in meteorological conditions, aircraft take-off

times, changes in the deployment schedules for both the NCAR and Wyoming

mobiles, changes in equipment status, etc.

It is also important that the Operations Director be kept advised of

visual observations of convection, the beginning, end, and intensity of

rain or hail, and any other significant weather events that may occur.

Since coordination in time is critical in an operation such as NHRE,

the Grover Headquarters will provide a time check in Mountain Daylight Time

upon first contact with each aircraft in flight, each mobile and each ground

station. At any other time any participant can obtain a time check by contacting

the Grover Headquarters.

The research operations described in section III will be performed

throughout the life of the storm selected for research until it dissipates
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or moves out of effective radar range. The Operations Director will then be

free to call off operations for the day (except for the DRI M-33), or to select

another storm and resume observations with those systems available.
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TABLE 2

Daily Schedule

0730 Sterling rawinsonde release.

0800 Open data van.

1000 Status reports from all systems.

1030 Bring up CP-2, DADS, and X-band track radars. Conduct daily

calibration.

1115 Staff briefing.

1145 Conference call via radio.

1200 Advise if Grover and Potter rawinsondes are to make a 1330 release.

1230 Update DADS display requirements. Deploy NCAR and Wyoming mobiles.

1330 Sterling rawinsonde release, Grover and Potter rawinsonde releases,

if scheduled.

1400 Advise all rawinsonde stations if additional ascents are to be made.

1500 Rawinsonde releases by all stations if scheduled.

1630 Sterling rawinsonde release. Grover and Potter release if scheduled.

1700 Advise all rawinsonde stations if 1800 release is required.

1800 Rawinsonde release by all stations if scheduled.

1830 Advise all rawinsonde stations if 1930 release is required.

1930 Last rawinsonde release by all stations if scheduled.
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III. OBSERVATIONAL FACILITIES

This section describes the measurement facilities that will be deployed

in the field during the 1976 summer operational period. Operational details

for each system are presented as well as the responsible individuals.

Information on the NHRE scientific objectives as related to each of the

observational facilities can be obtained by referring to the Introduction

and to the Revised Plan for the National Hail Research Experiment dated

February 1976.

Figure 1 lists the NHRE field facilities and personnel responsible for

each major observing system and for other functions essential to meet the

field research objectives. Figure 2 shows the air space assigned to NHRE by

the FAA and the locations of the Grover site, the Doppler radars, and the WPL

cooperative mesoscale observing facilities. Observations may be obtained

anywhere within the area shown on this figure, but it is intended that the

majority of observations will be made in the area east of the Grover field

site that is under coordinated surveillance by the major ground-based

observational systems.

As indicated in section II. the direction of all field operations will

be controlled by the Operations Director at the Grover field site.

A. Research Aircraft

Aircraft that will be used during the 1976 operational period are:

NCAR Queen Air N304D

NCAR Queen Air N306D

NCAR Sabreliner N307D
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NOAA/NCAR Sailplane N9929J

Towplane, Cessna 180 52032

University of Wyoming Queen Air NO1UW

South Dakota School of Mines & Technology (SDSM&T) T-28 N510MH

With the exception of the Sabreliner, the aircraft listed above will

be used for coordinated research missions investigating isolated cumulus

congestus or so-called "feeder clouds" associated with hailstorms as well

as mature storms. The Sabreliner will be flown on separate missions to

assess the feasibility of seeding new cumulus towers from above. This is

discussed in detail in section B that follows.

Measurements that will be made by each aircraft are listed in Table 
3.

For completeness, the Sabreliner measurements are also included.

The coordinated research missions this summer are grouped into two

types of studies: (1) Initial Stages of Precipitation Formation, and (2)

the Mature Storm Studies. Additionally, the studies in item (1) may be

divided into three different categories or flight plans.

1. Initial Stages of Precipitation Formation

The objective of these experiments is to develop an understanding

of the initial formation of precipitation in northeast Colorado cumulus,

both natural and seeded, sufficient to develop confidence in a technique 
of

seeding similar clouds to increase the concentration of potential 
hail

embryos. Progress toward accomplishing this objective will be made by

defining the microphysical processes involved and the flow fields 
in which

the processes occur in order to understand the hailstone embryo growth

trajectories. Attempts will be made to answer the above questions in natural

clouds, clouds seeded at cloud base, and clouds seeded at a distance 
above

the freezing level.



TABLE 3

Aircraft Measurements/Instrumentation

Queen Air Queen Air Queen Air T-28 Sailplane Sabreliner Towplane

N304D N306D N1OUW N510MH N9929J N307D 52032

Temperature x x x x x x

Dew Point x x x x x

Ambient
Pressure x x x x x x

Horizontal
Wind x x x x

Vertical
Wind x x x x x

Liquid Water
Content x x x

Turbulence x x x x

Particle
Camera x x

Hail
Spectrometer x

Ice Particle
Sampling x x

Millipore
Filters x x x x x

Aitken
Counter x x x

Bag Samples x x x

Ice Nuclei
Counter x

Water Vapor
Sampler x

PMS FSSP x x x

PMS 2-D x x

Cloud
Photography x x x x x x x

Chaff Cutter x

Acetone
Generator x

Electric
Field x
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Aircraft involved in the Initial Stages of Precipitation Formation

Experiments include the University of Wyoming Queen Air and the NOAA/NCAR

Sailplane for in-cloud microphysical measurements; the towplane, to deploy

the sailplane as well as to release chaff and seeding material; and the

NCAR Queen Air N304D to measure updraft strength, state parameters, and

natural populations of nuclei below cloud base. In all of these experiments,

scientific personnel aboard the Wyoming Queen Air will select the cloud

for coordinated research and the pilot of the Wyoming Queen Air will act as

the mission coordinator during the experiment. Regardless of the exact

experiment performed the Wyoming Queen Air (N1OUW) will begin penetrations

through the cloud at the -5 C level (approximately 15,000 to 16,000 ft. MSL)

as the cloud top passes through this level. Up to this point all three

Initial Stages of Precipitation Formation Experiments are identical.

Flight Plans A and B (Fig. 3) are subsets of the Cloud Top Experiment in which

the sailplane will be on tow at about 20,000 ft. As the top of cloud

approaches this altitude the sailplane will release and penetrate the turret

behind the towplane at an altitude of 17,000 to 22,000 ft. While

penetrating, X-band chaff will be continuously released (Flight Plan A) or

both X-band chaff and silver iodide will be released by the towplane (Flight

Plan B).

In the Cloud Base Experiment (Flight Plan C)(Fig. 4) the sailplane will be

released at approximately 15.000 ft. and the towplane will then descend as

rapidly as possible to below cloud base, and continuously release chaff

and silver iodide during a race-track or figure-8 pattern in the cloud updraft.

Detailed procedures for these experiments are listed below.
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Figure 3

CLOUD TOP EXPERIMENT

Flight Plans A and B

N9929J - - - 2 2 K

1 6K
N10UW

t5K

N304D ------

/ / /' / i / / / ?/

Procedures: N10UW -- Mission Coordinator

1. N10UW requests clearance for a flight of N10UW, 52032 and N9929J

2. NO1UW selects cloud and penetrates between 15,000 and 16,000 feet

3. N9929J on tow at 20,000 - 22,000 ft. - releases when N1OUW is

clear of cloud

4. 52032 penetrates cloud between 17,000 and 22,000 while dropping

chaff (Flight Plan A) and on certain occasions also releasing

AgI (Flight Plan B)

5. N9929J enters cloud behind and usually somewhat above 52032

6. N1OUW continues penetrating the cloud between 15,000 and 16,000 ft.

as safety permits maintaining 3,000 ft. vertical separation with

other aircraft

7. N304D performs VFR traverses back and forth through sub-cloud updraft
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Figure 4

CLOUD BASE EXPERIMENT

Flight Plan C

I rf T ~16K
NlOUW N9929J 52302

15K

N304D ----- -

Procedures: N10UW -- Mission Coordinator

1. N10UW requests clearance for a flight of N10UW, 52032, and N9929J

2. N1OUW selects cloud and penetrates between 15,000 and 16,000 ft.

3. N9929J on tow at N10UW altitude

4. N10UW advises clear of cloud; N9929J releases

5. 52032 advises of release, descends and passes below cloud base

releasing chaff and AgI

6. N304D clears cloud base region at release time until 52032 is clear

of the area

7. N9929J enters cloud and advises when 3,000 ft. above N1OUW altitude

8. N1OUW re-enters cloud

9. N304D is VFR below cloud and performs traverses in updraft region
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2. Mature Storm Study

The second major coordinated flight experiment has been entitled the "Mature

Storm Study," The purpose of the study is to locate and characterize the hail

growth region in different types of storms and to estimate the

trajectories of the hail and thereby deduce the regions of embryo

formation. The aircraft involved in this study include the SDSM&T T-28,

the Wyoming Queen Air, and the two NCAR Queen Airs. The T-28 is the

primary research aircraft in the Mature Storm Study and will make repeated

penetrations at one level in the vicinity of -10 to -15 C, in such a

manner that the flight path transects the high reflectivity portion of the

storm and the developing inflow areas. Since the T-28 has only about

1 hour research time on station, it will not be deployed until the storm

has reached the mature stage. For practical purposes the T-28 acts

independently of other aircraft in the Mature Storm Study and each

individual penetration is decided upon by D. Musil in coordination with

the T-28 pilot.

During the penetrations the three Queen Air aircraft will operate in

the vicinity of cloud base (see Fig. 5). The mission coordinator for these aircraft

will be the scientist onboard the NCAR Queen Air N304D. The two NCAR Queen

Airs will fly near cloud base measuring three-dimensional air velocities

and delineating the horizontal extent and structure of the updraft.

Depending on exact storm conditions, the Wyoming Queen Air will undertake

a variety of missions and associated measurements including vertical

soundings in front of and behind the storm or flying a level semi-circular

pattern in advance of the storm to help define the boundary of the moist

air. Under very special conditions, the Wyoming Queen Air may penetrate

through cloud base into the weak echo region to measure microphysical parameters

and airflow structures.
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Detailed flight procedures associated with the Mature Storm Study are

listed below:

Figure 5

MATURE STORM STUDY

Plan View

\
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18,000-24,000 ft.

Procedures: N304D -- Mission Coordinator for N304D, N306D and N1OUW

1. N304D will coordinate the functions of the three sub-cloud Queen

Air aircraft

2. N304D and N306D will traverse back and forth through the updraft

areas maintaining lateral and vertical separation
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3. Depending upon storm conditions, N10UW will undertake a variety

of measurements including vertical soundings approximately 10 nm

in front and behind the storm or fly a semicircular pattern around

the storm to define the boundary of the associated moist air.

During special storm conditions, N304D and N306D may depart the

updraft area to allow N10UW to perform a penetration into the lower

regions of the cloud base as well as flanking cumulus congestus towers.

4. N510MH will make repeated storm penetrations within the altitude

range of 18,000 to 24,000 ft.

Depending on several factors including operations base, aircraft weight,

weather at nearby airports near the time of the end of operations, etc.,

the aircraft will be capable of the approximate "on station" research time

periods listed below.

Aircraft "On Station" Research Time (Hrs)

QA N304D 1.5 - 2.0

QA N306D 2.0 - 2.5

QA N10UW- 2.75

T-28 N510MH 1.0

An estimate of the time of occurrence of daily flight activities can

be derived from considerations of these research time periods together

with the expected onset time of the desired meteorological conditions based

on experience gained in previous years. The following estimated schedules

for the Initial Stages of Precipitation Formation Experiments and the Mature

Storm Studies have been developed to assist the Operations Director in

developing the daily schedules. They are presented in two different time

frames. The relative time scale has its origin at the take off time of the

most critical aircraft and the MDT time scale is presented to illustrate a

typical case.
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Table 4

ESTIMATED INITIAL STAGES OF PRECIPITATION FORMATION EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE

Time (Relative) Time (MDT)

Hrs.

T-3 N9929J Preflight 0930

T-2 Activate CP-2 and X-band track radars 1030
Update DADS display requirements

T-l/2 Confirm N9929J take off 1200

T+O 52032 and N9929J take off 1230
Confirm N1OUW

T+l/2 N1OUW takes off 1300

T+3/4 N304D takes off 1315
N1OUW on station

T+l 1/4 N304D on station 1345
N9929J on station

T+l 1/2 Cloud selection; begin experiment 1400

T+3 N304D departs 1530

T+3 1/2 N1OUW departs 1600

N9929J departs cloud at an appropiate
time
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Table 5

ESTIMATED MATURE STORM EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE

Time (Relative) Time (MDT)

T-4 1/2 Activate CP-2 and X-band track 1030
radars
Update DADS display requirements

T-2 Deploy mobiles 1300
Begin tracking storm

T-1 Confirm N304D, N306D and N1OUW 1400
take off

T-l/2 N304D, N306D and N10UW take off 1430
Confirm N510MH take off

T+0 N510MH take off 1500
N1OUW, N304D and N306D on station
Advise all systems of selected
storm

T+l/2 N510MH on station 1530

T+1 1/2 N510MH departs storm 1630
N304D departs storm (T+l 1/2
to T+2)

T+2 N306D departs storm (T+2 to 1700
T+2 1/2)

T+2 1/2 N1OUW departs storm 1730
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Personnel associated with the research aircraft are:

Queen Air N304D NOAA/NCAR Sailplane N9929J

Queen Air N306D J. Dye

B. Foote T. Cannon

J. Fankhauser D. Breed

T. Deshler B.-Y. Chen

J. Dye J. Fink

T. Kelly D. Harrison

G. Langer P. Johnson

C. Mohr C. Knight

C. Wade R. Kolb

Queen Air NO1UW L. McElhaney

G. Vali V. Toutenhoofd

W. Sand Towplane, Cessna 180 52032

L. Berg J. Dye

W. Cooper D. Younkin

B. Kelly

D. Rogers

D. Veal

North American T-28 N510MH

C. Knight J. Leigh

P. Smith D. Musil

T. Cannon I. Paluch

A. Dennis W. Sand

R. Filohr J. Weber

J. Halverson

A. Heymsfield

J. Killinger
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B. Seeding Trials

Accumulated evidence suggests that zones of high concentration of

supercooled drops are not present in the majority of hailstorms in

northeast Colorado, and therefore seeding the updraft core is not likely

to be productive. It is proposed that seeding should take place in young

turrets (on-top seeding) and on the weaker.flanks of the main updrafts

(cloud base seeding). During 1976 a preliminary study of the on-top seeding

technique will be carried out with the NCAR Sabreliner. The objective is

to determine the feasibility of seeding from above and to evaluate the

required aircraft response, performance, and on-station time necessary to

perform this type seeding operation.

Data collected in the past years will be studied to establish the radar

signatures associated with storm type and the areas of new growth and main

updraft to provide personnel in the control room with a conceptual model necessary

to vector the seeding aircraft to the proper location. Facilities required

during the Sabreliner investigation include an X-band tracking radar, the

CP-2 radar for providing basic radar information, one person in the control

room devoted exclusively to provide radar information and coordination with

the Sabreliner, and a Sabreliner crew consisting of pilot, co-pilot, equipment

operator, and scientific observer. Due to the equipment and personnel

requirements, the Sabreliner missions will not be attempted during times when

coordinated aircraft missions are in process. Therefore, the Sabreliner

missions can be expected to occur late in the day and will typically be the

last operation.

Past observations show that the region of first 10 cm radar echo development

occurs between approximately 21,000 and 23,000 ft., i. e., in the region of

-10 to -150C. Initial Sabreliner flights will be made at altitudes between

20,000 and 30,000 ft. in order to simulate seeding of new towers prior to the

detection of the first echo.
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On a typical day the Sabreliner will be fueled, preflighted, and

the crew will be on stand-by while the coordinator at Grover has the

opportunity to observe radar developments and gain a knowledge of storm

radar history. At an appropriate time, selected by the Operations Director,

the Sabreliner will take off and climb toward the area selected.

Throughout climb-out and remainder of the flight the coordinator at

Grover will relay radar information to the Sabreliner crew who in turn

will provide descriptors of visual observations to the coordinator. A

continuous dialogue of information relating to a predetermined set of

observations will be transferred between radar observer and aircraft crew.

Observations of interest include visual cloud description and its

relation to radar signatures, the location of growth zones and a

description of the zone in terms of whether it is composed of individual

towers versus a general area of growth, the growth rate of towers, the

visibility or restrictions to visibility with respect to the cloud to be

seeded or in terms of restrictions to aircraft manuevers. Additional items

of interest include ability of the aircraft crew to visually observe all

storms and associated growth regions, the ability to manuever the aircraft

into position for seeding, and the requirement and opportunity for second

seeding passes plus the response time required to perform such maneuvers.

Thorough de-briefings will be held between the Sabreliner crew and

radar coordinator at Grover following each flight and modifications as

deemed necessary will be instituted for the next flight. Case studies will

be performed for each flight utilizing all radar information, visual

observations, communications, and aircraft measured meteorological parameters.

Personnel associated with the seeding trials are: C. Biter, A. Long

and M. Solak.
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C. Radar Systems

1. Grover Radar System

The radar system consists of a 10-cm radar referred to as the Grover Radar,

a slaved M33, 3-cm radar, and two independent processing and recording systems.

Radar reflectivity, at the two wavelengths, is the primary measurement made

by the Grover radar system. These reflectivity measurements comprise the two

signals of the dual-wavelength radar which are processed only after the fact.

Operationally, the reflectivity Z from the S-band CP-2 is the primary

measurement used on a real-time basis by the Operations Director and other

personnel in the operations room. The data are displayed in real-time by

two separate processing systems -- DADS (Data Acquisition and Display System)

and MINA II (Multiplexed Input NHRE Averager II). Each system provides

quantitative information in the form of PPIs for use in the direction of field

operations.

DADS is the primary operational data recording and display unit and is

capable of displaying S-band reflectivities in various selectable formats

on TV monitors that are available to each individual in the operations room.

Operators may request different formats such as larger or smaller scale

PPIs with varying coordinate systems, such as polar coordinate system based

at the Grover headquarters or a more operationally suitable polar coordinate

system with origin located at either the Cheyenne or the Sidney VORTACs.

Additionally, the storm PPIs may be represented by as many as three different

contour levels where the magnitude of each level is selectable as well as

the angular elevation of the requested PPI. The MINA II system records

reflectivities at both wavelengths but displays only the S-band reflectivity.
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Grover radar operations will start at about 1030 each day and continue

until after other operations have ceased or until the Operations Director

decides that radar observations are no longer required. Thus, the Grover

radar provides a framework for all other observations.

During operations, the radar antenna will be driven in a sector scan mode

stepping up in elevation to the top of the storm in incremental amounts

determined by the storm size and distance from Grover. The scan cycle is then

repeated. Each cycle should require no more than two minutes to complete.

The rapid scan cycles are dictated by an operational requirement that

requires updated three-dimensional pictures of the storm in the shortest

time possible. Therefore, the exact area of operations, the azimuth,

elevation, and time resolutions achieved, and other specifics related to the

radar operations cannot be specified ahead of time but will be determined

as the operational day progresses. In most cases, a spatial resolution

both in azimuth and elevation of one kilometer or better will be available.

A range resolution of 0.4 km will be available through the DADS system,

while a 0.15 km resolution is available for post analysis from the MINA II

system.

Real-time reflectivity measurements displayed at Grover should be

accurate to within + 2 3 dB of the true Z with a resolution of

approximately 0.3 dB.

Routine calibrations will be performed and recorded on tape at the

beginning of each operational day. A number of antenna gain measurements

will be made throughout the season using both a diheadral reflector and an

aluminum sphere. Selected PPIs from the DADS will be processed routinely

after each operational day and will be available within two days for

quality control purposes.
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2. DRI Radar System

The Desert Research Institute (DRI) Radar System consists of two M33

radars. Each radar contains an S-band surveillance radar and an X-band

tracking radar. The surveillance radar presents a PPI for 90 km radius

from Grover. The X-band radar is used to track targets (aircraft, chaff,

or cloud tops) within 120 km of Grover.

Only one S-band surveillance radar will be operated at any time and

the PPI data from this system will be available on remote displays located

in the operations room and the radar van. A third remote system will be

located in one of the M33 radar vans for time-lapse photography. This

surveillance radar will be operated on a 24-hour basis and will provide

climatological radar information for the 1976 season. The S-band

surveillance radar from the second M33 will be available in case of failure

of the primary surveillance radar.

Primary use of the X-band portion of both M33 systems will be to track air-

craft during the initial stages of Precipitation Formation Experiment, Mature Storm

Study, and Sabreliner seeding trials. The two tracking radars will operate on

separate frequencies to allow tracking of two aircraft simultaneously.

Data from these radars are sent to the DADS system and aircraft tracks can

be displayed along with contoured PPI's.

The NOAA/NCAR sailplane, the SDSM&T T-28, and the Sabreliner will

have X-band transponders tuned to the same frequency since the probability

of any of these two aircraft being in the air at the same time is minimal.

The Wyoming Queen Air and the sailplane towplane will carry transponders

tuned to the second frequency. Although these two aircraft will be in the

air at the same time, simultaneously tracking is not required. Thus,

accurate continuous tracking of aircraft for scientific analysis should be
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available through judicious use of the two track radars. In addition to

precision tracking by the method discussed, each aircraft is equipped

with an L-band transponder. The sensing and display of the position of

each aircraft via the L-band system will be accomplished by the DRI

surveillance radar and each aircraft will be represented by a symbol on

the S-band PPI. This positioning information will also be recorded by the

DADS. This system is not as accurate as the X-band track.

Personnel associated with the radar systems are:

Grover Radar System DRI Radar System

R. Rinehart R. Rinehart

J. Chalmers J. Warburton

S. Chapel E. Blaylock

P. Eccles D. House

C. Ellison

J. Gathright

J. Merrill

G. Muir

A. Smith

R. Vaughan

R. Wolski

3. Doppler Radars

A network comprised of four Doppler radars, two from NOAA and two from

NCAR, will be deployed during the summer field experiment.

The four Doppler radars will be in position and ready for operation

beginning 24 May. All will be available for the entire program with the

exception of the NCAR/FOF CP-4 radar located in the southeast corner of the
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quadrilaterial. This radar will be removed on July 3. Good estimates of vertical

air velocities will be attainable within the quadrilateral, an area of about 3700

sq. km. Good horizontal velocity estimates appear to be possible throughout most

of the project area.

Routine maintenance and calibrations will be conducted in the mornings. Major

maintenance or repair that can be scheduled will be performed during a period se-

lected by the Operations Director.

The two NOAA radars record the time series for later processing. Because of

the type of data they are recording and the recording limitations, the resolution

of the NOAA radars will not be generally as good as the NCAR systems which record

the pulse-pair estimates of the velocities. However, resolution should almost

always be better than 1 km in any direction.

The Operations Director will determine the precise phenomenon to be observed

while the Radar Director will provide the guidance to the radars as to the location

of the phenomenon, the depth to be scanned, the time for commencement of scans and

the mode of operation for each radar. The basic mode of operation will be for at

least three of the radars to be sector scanning, covering an entire storm in 2-3

min. The fourth radar will usually be sector scanning also, but may be directed

to scan in elevation or point vertically. Each radar operator will determine the

azimuth, elevation and range limits for scans by his radar, updating these limits

as he receives new location information from the Radar Director.

Several data tapes from each radar on each observational day will be returned

to NCAR to be partially processed to determine if any problems exist. In addition,

the FOF tapes will be replayed through a video display system which should exhibit

any obvious problems with either the tape or the display system itself.

Personnel associated with these systems are:

FOF C-band Dopplers

I. Harris R. Bowie D. Lewis

R. Serafin D. Ferraro C. Mohr

H. Baynton T. Kelly D. Morris
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WPL X-band Dopplers

I. Harris R. Kipfinge

J. Miller N. Kohn

B. Bartram R. Kropfli

H. Frank H. Morgan

C. Frederickson B. Petrie

A. Frisch R. Strauch

J. Hanchett D. Wolfe

A, Johnston C, Campbell

D. Upper Air and Surface Mesoscale Networks and Cloud Photography

1. Rawinsondes

Three rawinsonde stations will be established this summer. They will

be positioned at the following locations:

a) Sterling STK - located 0.5 km east of the Sterling, Colorado,

airport;

b) Potter POT - located 10 km north of the town of Potter, Nebraska,

and,

c) Grover GRO - located at the Grover field site,

The equipment to be used will consist of one GMD-1 and two RD-65A

rawinsonde ground stations. Side by side comparisons between the three

systems will be conducted prior to and after the summer experiment. All

rawinsondes will be baselined by FOF/NCAR before summer operations and will

be checked prior to each release to assure proper operation of the sonde

and that no drift in the baseline has occurred.

Sterling will be the primary rawinsonde site and will release sondes

seven days a week from 17 May through 31 July at the following times:

0730 MDT, 1330 and 1630. On days that appear to have potential for storm
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activity, the Potter site will be activated and will release sondes at

1330 and 1630. On full operational days all three sites will release

sondes at 90-minute intervals from 1330 until 1930 or until operations

are terminated by the Operations Director.

The contact points from all soundings will be transmitted by

teletype to the Bureau of Reclamation Computer Center in Denver where

the sounding will be processed and checked for potential errors. These

processed soundings will then be available to Grover by teletype

approximately two hours after release time.

Personnel associated with the rawinsondes are C. Wade, R. Coleman

and N. Holzman. Rawinsonde operators and maintenance personnel are

presently being selected.

2. Conventional and PAM Networks

Figure 6 shows the location of the surface mesoscale stations and of

the network with respect to Grover, the Doppler radar systems, and the

rawinsonde sites. The network will be comprised of 45 stations. Thirty-one

(31) of the stations will be conventional type stations and 14 will consist

of PAM (Portable Automated Mesonet) stations. One PAM station

will be located at the Grover headquarters. All stations will have the

capability to measure wind velocity, temperature, humidity, and precipitation.

A hailcube will also be located at each site.

Mesonet operations and servicing will be conducted seven days a week

throughout the entire operational period. Typically, the instruments are

serviced in the morning and if a storm occurs that day the hailcubes will

have to be serviced immediately after storm passage to prevent the possibility

of contamination from a later storm.
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Headquarters for personnel servicing the conventional mesonet stations

will be at the Kimball, Nebraska, airport. Personnel servicing the PAM

system will be located at Grover.

Personnel:

Conventional Mesonet Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM)

J. Fankhauser J. Fankhauser

R. Coleman F. Brock

A. Greenwood E. Elsberry

R. McBeth S. Semmer

C. Mohr C. Wade

C. Wade

3. Cloud Photography

Daily time-lapse cloud photographs will be taken from three sites:

Grover, Sterling and Weld County Airport, Greeley. Additional cameras

will be operated only on storm days. These will be located at the

Lindberg radar, Potter rawinsonde site, and the Chapel Ranch.

Additional photographs will be obtained by hand-held and time-lapse

cameras available to crews operating the mobile precipitation sampling

vehicles. Most aircraft will be equipped with time-lapsecameras, either

in the forward-viewing or side-viewing mode. The scientific observer

onboard each aircraft will also have a hand-held camera available.

The cloud photography program will be under the general direction of

B. Foote assisted by R. Coleman. The ground-based time-lapse camera will

be operated by personnel in addition to their primary assigned duties.
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E. Mobile Meteorological Systems and Hail Chase Mobiles

The University of Wyoming will operate two mobile meteorological systems

and NCAR will operate two precipitation sampling mobiles. The primary mission

of these four vehicles will be to collect sequential precipitation samples

(primarily hail). Personnel with the NCAR vehicles will take 35 mm photographs

of the storms and measure surface winds. The Wyoming vehicles will perform

routine monitoring and recording of meteorological parameters (temperature,

dew point, pressure, and wind). Pilot balloon observations will be made by

the Wyoming crews immediately ahead of the storm. When precipitation occurs,

the raindrop spectra will be measured with the Joss momentum disdrometer and

these data will be used to select appropriate Z-R relations to serve as a

check on radar calibrations.

The Operations Director will be responsible for determining the location

where measurements should be made with respect to the storm and also what

measurements should be made at various times during the storms life cycle.

Personnel:

NCAR Hail Chase Mobile Wyoming Mobile
Meteorological System

N. Knight B. Martner

W. Cooper

D. Kelly

D. Rogers

G. Vali

F. Aerosol Sampling

Nucleus measurements in the 1976 field program will be obtained from two

ground stations and also from four aircraft. One ground station will be

located at Chapel Ranch and will be run by NCAR personnel. This station will
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have the following instruments:: (1) two NCAR ice nuclei counters to

obtain measurements of ice nuclei at different temperatures; (2) a sequential

membrane filter sampler; (3) an Allee type cloud condensation nucleus counter

and an NCAR counter for continuous CCN counts; (4) a GE nucleus counter, and

(5) an optical counter.

Instruments at the Wyoming site at Sidney Airport will include the

following: (1) Deposition Freezing Contact ice nucleus counter (DFC); (2)

condensation/freezing ice nucleus counter (CFC); (3) a sequential membrane

filter sampler; (4) a nucleus spectrometer; (5) a NCAR ice nucleus counter;

(6) a CCN counter, (7) Environment One condensation counter; and (8)

Aerosol sizing instruments. Measurements at the two ground sites will

be routinely obtained; however, the sampling frequency will vary from

instrument to instrument but will be concentrated during early morning

and afternoon of storm periods.

Aerosol measurements will be made on the two NCAR Queen Airs,

and the Wyoming Queen Air. NCAR Queen Air N304D will be instru-

mented with a sequential membrane filter sampler, an NCAR ice nucleus counter,

a thermal diffusion CCN counter, a soot-coated slide impactor, an acoustical

counter, and an Aitken nucleus counter. In addition, bag samples will be

obtained and these samples will be delivered to the Wyoming Sampling Station

at Sidney Airport. Queen Air N306D will be instrumented with sequential

membrane filter samplers, soot-coated impaction slides, and an Aitken nucleus

counter together with the bag samples. The Wyoming Queen Air will carry

sequential membrane filter sampler, precipitation samplers, impactors, and

bag samplers.

The Wyoming Queen Air and NCAR Queen Air N304D will obtain samples

during the Initial Stages of Precipitation Formation Experiments. Queen

Air N036D will collect similar measurements during Mature Storm Studies.
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Personnel:

NCAR Aerosol Stations Wyoming Aerosol Station

J. Rosinski D. Rogers

G. Langer L. Berg

B. Baird W. Cooper

G. Cooper B. Kelly

B. Goto G. Vali

C. Nagamoto

G. Tethered Balloon

A tethered balloon system supplied by FOF/NCAR will be used to obtain

measurements in the atmospheric boundary layer under the direction of L. Mahrt

of Oregon State University. Measurements obtained by the system include

temperature, dew point, pressure, wind speed, and wind direction. The boundary

layer system will be located at the southeast NCAR Doppler radar position

(see Figure 2, page 15).

This system is tentatively scheduled for operation during a two to four

week period beginning approximately the last week in June. It is intended

that observations will be obtained, mostly under clear conditions, at a rate of

three to four days per week. The two periods of interest during the diurnal

cycle include the hours of 0500 to 1300 and 1600 to 2400. Balloon operational

restrictions require that the wind during observations be less than 10 meters

per second.

H. Precipitation Network

The precipitation network this season will consist of two components.

First Belfort rain gauges, hail cubes, and non recording wedge gauges will be

located at each mesonet site. A much smaller,more dense network of instruments
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will be located in a northern portion of the mesonet area. Both networks are

shown in Figure 6.

Instruments within the small dense network will include hailpads and

wedge rain gauges with the density of approximately one instrument per square

kilometer, hail cubes with the density of approximately one per 10 square

kilometers, and Belfort rain gauges located with the density of approximately

one per 10 square kilometers, Furthermore, 35 modified rain/hail separators

will be tested this season. Of these, 25 will be positioned along two of the

north-- south lines of the mesonet stations while the remaining ten separators

will be co-located with Belforts and hail cubes within the dense network.

All precipitation instruments will be serviced on a daily basis this

season. All Belfort charts will be changed daily, all hailpads and cubes

that have been damaged or hit by hail will be changed, all wedge gauges

checked and all of the separators checked. All servicing and maintenance per-

formed will be recorded in a service log maintained by each person servicing

a route. Service routes will originate in Grover beginning at 0730 with

servicing crews broken into the following three components: Belfort and

hail cube servicing (three people); hailpad servicing in a dense network

(five people); and rain/hail separators servicing (one person). Precipitation

instruments co-located at mesonet sites will be serviced by regular mesonet

crews. All logs, forms and charts will be delivered to the Grover Headquarters

at the end of the day.

Four people will be assigned to Grover to reduce the precipitation data,

perform preliminary editing, quality control, and minor processing. Of these,

one will check and summarize all Belfort charts and wedge rain gauge reports,

two will be assigned to hailpad reduction and the fourth will oversee

separator film developing. Prints from the separator negatives will be edited
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by the same individual who services them in the field. Summary sheets for all

instruments, Belfort charts, separator prints, and hailpad tally sheets

(grouped by storm day) will be filed at Grover while copies are sent to NCAR

for keypunching, digitizing, editing, and computer processing.

Personnel:

Hail/Rain Separators Belfort Gauges

A. Huggins A. Huggins

A. Greenwood A. Greenwood

B. Horner B. Horner

R. Nicholas R. Nicholas

C. Reynolds C. Reynolds

Wedge Gauges Hailpads Hail Cubes

A. Huggins A. Huggins A. Huggins

R. Nicholas N. Holzman N. Holzman

C. Reynolds C. Reynolds C. Reynolds

I. Hail Crop Damage Network

The network (see Figure 7) will consist of approximately 400 hail cube

sites, located next to growing crops. The hail cubes will be installed and

serviced by three people. Installation will be completed by the first week

of May, and operation of the network will continue through the first week of

September. The hail cube sites will be checked continuously during the

season by the network crew, and in the event of hailfall, all struck hailpads

will be removed. Analysis of these pads will be undertaken as the summer

progresses.

The farmers on whose land the hail cube sites are located have agreed

to complete damage report forms and to mail them to ESIG whenever a hailstorm
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strikes their fields. These damage estimates will be checked periodically by

trained crop damage appraisers based in Sterling and Kimball.

Information with respect to the occurrence and location of a hailfall

will be provided to the service crews by the Operations Director at Grover.

Personnel:

Crop Damage Network

R. Garcia

J. Snyder

B. Weiss

J. WPL Cooperative Mesoscale Network

The NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory plans a series of mesoscale field

studies this summer taking advantage of the extensive instrumentation network

within NHRE. A portion of the instrumentation involved in the WPL network

includes the X-band dual-Doppler radar systems that have previously been

discussed. The additional mesoscale field network provided by WPL will be in

operation for 2-4 weeks beginning approximately on the 21st of June.

Most of the additional instruments are physically located within two

optical beam triangles (see Figure 2 on page 15). The instrumentation (in

addition to the optical beam array) includes a microbarograph array of four

instruments located at the outside points of the optical triangle network,

plus a monostatic accoustic echo sounder, an FM-CW Doppler and an infrared

Doppler located at the center of the optical array. Another set of instrument-

ation within this network includes five chaff cutters with microbarograph

triggers. The three most northern instruments are located at the north point

of the optical triangle, the center and the southern points with two additional

instruments located south of the triangle with a spacing of approximately
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10 kilometers. This mesoscale network together with the X-band dual-Doppler

radars will be used to obtain data on atmospheric convergence, atmospheric

gravity waves, and boundary layer profiles and processes.

Convergence will be measured by the dual-Doppler radars using the X-band

chaff released from the chaff cutters by the microbarograph triggers. These

chaff operations will be conducted only with the approval of the NHRE Operations

Director. The optical beam triangles will measure on a 10 kilometer scale,

and the microbarogaraph array will also provide data on a 10 kilometer scale.

The FM-CW Doppler radar will obtain measurements on scale sizes of 0.1 to 2

kilometers up to a height of 3 kilometers, and the infrared Doppler lidar

will obtain vertical velocities to a 1 kilometer height. Gravity waves will

be investigated using the microbarograph array, the optical beam array, the

steerable FM-CW Doppler radar, the fixed acoustical sounder and the vertically

pointing infrared Doppler lidar.. Boundary layer profiles and processes will

be investigated through a combination of the co-located FM-CW Doppler radar,

infrared Doppler lidar and the acoustic sounder together with temperature

profiles obtained by rawinsondes and the tethered balloon.

Personnel:

NOAA Cooperative Mesoscale Studies FM-CW Doppler

J. Miller E. Gossard

Microbarograph Array Acoustic Sounder

J. Young E. Gossard

Scintillation Triangles I.Ro Doppler

R. Lawrence V. E. Derr

R o Schweisow
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IV. DATA MANAGEMENT

Data acquisition and its subsequent processing and analysis are tasks of

considerable complexity in a program with as much diversity of instrumentation

as NHRE. This necessitates that the component parts of the tasks be identified,

responsibilities delineated, and sufficient resources assigned. Also the great

volume of data obtained during the field operations of a large program such as

NHRE requires that a systematic approach with adequate priority and resources

be devoted to the analyses of the data.

In addition, the data quality can be considerably enhanced if those

responsible for management of a particular data acquisition component also use

the data in an analysis role. In this way an interest and appreciation is

developed for the required data continuity, quality and format. Certain data

are widely used and other data are used only by the scientists directly involved

in the data collection. Therefore, care must be taken to insure that broadly-based

data be available to all participants in a timely way and that more specialized

data be available only after consultation so that the data are not employed

inappropriately.

In order to assign responsibilities and resources to the date acquisition-

analysis loop, each component of the total NHRE data acquisition system has

been identified. Accordingly two sets of tables (Tables 6 & 7) have been prepared. The

first summarizes the quality control procedures to be followed as the data are being

collected, while the second set deliniates the format, date of availability for

use in analysis programs, the principal investigator, and the data coordinator

for each component .
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Data collected during the 1976 and following field seasons will be divided

into two levels as follows:

Level One: Data which are routinely reduced to a specified degree

and are available after a specific data on request to

all NHRE participants, and

Level Two: Data which may be routinely reduced but are only avail-

able through negotiation with the principal investigator

and/or the Director of NHRE.

For level one data, it will be the responsibility of. the principal investigator

and data coordinator of each component to ensure that the data are reduced as

specified and made available to the NHRE data archivist. Level one data can

then be obtained by submitting requests to the NHRE data archivist. A portion

of level two data may be routinely reduced but will in general be processed

to support special projects or case studies. These projects and case studies

will be selected by the analysis teams of NHRE. Because of its specialized

nature, all level two data may not be reduced to a particular format; therefore,

requests for these data should be directed to the principal investigator respon-

sible for the data.



DATA QUALITY CONTROL SUMMARY

Data to be Data Check Conducted Principal Data

System Calibrations Examined Format or Completed Investigator Processing

CP-2/DADS Daily All data for Microfilm PPI's 48 hours Rinehart Vaughn

each operational
day

CP-2/MINA II Daily Selected tapes Gray Scale plot 72 hours Rinehart Wolski

for each opera- of MINA II out-

tional day put, X&S-band

FOF C-band Daily Selected tapes Play back 48 hours Harris Field Personnel

Dopplers for each day through color
display

NOAA X-band At beginning Selected tapes System check on Conducted Miller Field Personnel

Dopplers of season record and play- during opera-

back tions

Rawinsondes Equipment at All soundings Teletype Two hours via Wade Rawinsonde

start & end of BuRec com- Operators

season. Normal puter

baseline proced-
ures

Mesonet Environmental All instru- Analog charts Fankhauser Atkins

chamber start & ments
end of season.
Daily field
checks

Wyoming Daily ground Monitor all Computer print- 24 hours except Vali and Cooper and

10UW checks, Tower data out, PMS micro- 48 hours for Cooper Berg

flyby & inter- film PMS

comparisons



DATA QUALITY CONTROL SUMMARY

-Data to be Data Check Conducted Principal Data

System Calibrations Examined Format or Completed Investigator Processing

NCAR 29J Daily before All incloud Microfilm plots, 48 hours ex- Dye Johnson

flight data, all ex- original film cept 7 days for Cannon for Cannon

posed film for photographs particle camera

particle camera

NCAR 304D Daily ground Monitor Computer micro- 24 hours Foote Aviation Facility

checks, Tower all data film Fankhauser Wade

flyby's & inter- Rosinski Langer

comparisons

NCAR 306D (same) (same) (same) (same) Foote Aviation Facility
Fankhauser Wade

Rosinski Langer

NCAR 307D (same) (same) (same) (same) Biter Aviation Facility
Biter

SDSM&T T-28 (same) (same) Computer print- 24 hours ex- Musil Halverson

out, PMS micro- cept 48 hours
film for PMS ?

Wyoming Daily Monitor all Analog record- During data Martner Martner o

Mobiles data ing on strip collection
charts

Wyoming Dow latex Monitor all Graphs, of 2 During data Rogers Rogers

Aerosol particles data min. averages collection

NCAR Prior and af- Monitor all Digital print- During data Langer Langer

Aerosol ter season, data out, and collection

parallel ob- analog strip

servations dur- charts

ing season



DATA QUALITY CONTROL SUMMARY

Data to be Data Check Conducted Principal Data
System Calibrations Examined Format or Completed Investigator Processing

Cloud Photo- Examine all 8 & 16 mm 7 days Foote Coleman
graphy film color film

DRI M-33 Film gray scale Examine all 16m black and 7 days Rinehart Coleman
Scope Photo- versus reflec- film white film
graphy tivity

ESIG Hailpad Prior to field 3-4 weeks Histograms, For each pad Murphy Garcia
Network season energy, mass each day

totals plot

Hailpad Prior to field 3-4 weeks Histogram 1, For each pad Long Holzman
season energy, mass each day Nicholas 3

totals, plots

(D Ln

Hailcube Prior to field 3-4 weeks Histograms, For each cube Long Holzman v '
season total energy, each day Nicholas

mass, plots

Hail/Rain Prior to field 3-4 weeks Mass; 1-minute For each sep- Long Parker
Separator season amounts, times, arator Nicholas

totals, plots each day

Belfort Prior, during, 2 weeks Mass; 1-minute For each gage Long Holzman
Weighing and after field amounts, times, each day Nicholas
Raingage season totals, plots

Wedge None 1 week Daily station For each gage Long Holzman
Raingage totals, plots each day Nicholas



Types of Data

LEVEL 1: Data which are routinely reduced to a specified degree and are available after a specific date on
request to all NHRE participants.

Date Availabe iur
Data Form of Data Data Collected dur- Principal Data Field Data
Component Available ing 1976 Field Season Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

Precipitation

A. Belfort Digitized one-minute A. Long A. Huggins A. Huggins R. Nicholas
gages amounts on magnetic B. Horner

tape. On microfilm 1 N 1976 A. Greenwood
are available listing 6 student assts.
of one-minute amounts,
reproduction of the
original charts and a
map of one-minute
amounts and specified
totals.

B. Wedge Daily totals on mag
gages tape. On microfilm

are listings of daily 1 Oct. 1976
totals and a map of
daily totals.

C. Hail/Rain Digitized hail and
Separators rain one-minute

amounts will be
available on mag 1 Dec. 1976
tape. On microfilm
will be available
listings of one-
minute amounts and
maps of one-minute
amounts and specified
totals.

D. Hail pads On magnetic tape will A. Long A. Huggins A. Huggins A. Huggins
be hailstone size DecN. Holzman
distributions and 2 student assts.
derived hailfall



Date Available for
Data Form of Data Data Collected dur- Principal Data Field Data
Component Available ing 1976 Field Season Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

D. Hail pads parameters, e.g., A. Long A. Huggins A. Huggins A. Huggins
cont. hail mass and hail N. Holzman

K.E. for each pad 2 student assts.
and each day. This 1 Dec. 1976
information will also
be available on
microfilm. Some of
the derived
parameters will be
available in map
form.

E. Hail cubes For each pad from each
cube there will be
available on mag. tape 1 Dec. 1976
and microfilm the
same information as
available for each
ordinary hail pad. H

Conventional Xerox copies of state J. Fankhauser R. Coleman B. McBeth R. Coleman
Mesonet parameter, microfilm 1 Oct. 1976 1 student asst.
V,T,P,RH wind data.
V,T,P,RH rtIr

Portable m
Automated This is a new system and will be used in the field for the first time during the '76
Mesonet (PAM) field season and therefore may not be routinely available.

Cloud Copies of original Available one B. Foote R. Coleman R. Coleman R. Coleman
Photography film. month after request

after 1 Sept. 1976.

Microfilm listings of 1 Dec. 1976 C. Wade C. Wade C. Wade C. Wade
data according to N. Holzman
stations with plotted
skew-T diagrams. Data
also available on
magnetic tapes.

Rawinsondes Hard copy Bur. Rec. 1 Sept. 1976

processing.
. ....



Date Available for

Data Form of Data Data Collected dur- Principal Data Field Data

Component Available ing 1976 Field Season Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

Radar

A. DADS Contoured PPI in 1 Nov. 1976 R. Rinehart R. Rinehart R. Rinehart R. Vaughan

standard format
and copies of
original magnetic
data tapes.

B. M33 Track Microfilm listing Track information
Data of position and provided to

plotted A/C track. requester 2 weeks
after request
after 1 Oct. 1976.

C. ARTC Track Microfilm listing This program is pres- C. Biter C. Biter C. Biter B. Horner

Data of position and ently under development
plotted A/C track. & no estimate of time is available.

D. Scope Copies of original 1 Sept. 1976. R. Rinehart R. Coleman R. Rinehart R. Coleman
Photo- film. H

graphy of
Grover Ra-
dar System __ _ - - |--- _ _ ---_ _

E. MINA II Not available at - -- _ r

Level 1. ;.

F. Doppler Not available at -- - " .
FOF/WPL Level 1.

Aircraft Not available at . " " _ _" _
Q/A 304D Level 1.
Q/A 306D
Sailplane 29J
Sabreliner 307D
Q/A 1OUW
NA T-28
Seeding Towplane

Wyo. Mobile, Not available at - --
Meteorological Level 1.
Systems.



Date Available for

Data Form of Data Data Collected dur- Principal Data Field Data
Component Available ing 1976 Field Season Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

NHRE Hail Not available
Chase at Level 1.
Mobiles

NHRE Not available _
Aerosol at Level 1.
Station

Wyoming Not available -- -- -- -

Aerosol at Level 1.
Station

U,
4::-



LEVEL 2: Data which may be routinely reduced but are only available through negotiation with the Principal Investigator
and/or the Director of NHRE.

Data Typical Estimated Time to Process Principal Data Field Data
Component Data Format Data to This Format Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

Precipitation All data available -- -

at Level 1.

Conventional Magnetic tapes of 6 weeks per case J. Fankhauser R. Coleman B. McBeth C. Mohr
Mesonet digitized data study period. A. Greenwood
-+ along with 2 student assts.
VT,*PRH microfiilm listing

of one-minute
values and meso-
scale maps of
selected quantities
for selected days.

CD
Portable This system is " -- -- -
Automated currently under
Mesonet (PAM) development and

will be deployed t
in the field for
the first time 1
during the 1976
field season and
therefore data
formats and
availability are
yet to be deter-
mined.

Cloud All data available -

Photography at Level 1.

Rawinsonde All data available -

at Level 1.



Data Typical Estimated Time to Process Principal Data Field Data
Component Data Format Data to This Format Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

Radar

A. DADS Data in other Variable depending upon R. Rinehart R. Rinehart J. Merrill
than Level 1 for- type of request. R. Vaughan
mats. For example,
non-standard con-
tour intervals and
scales.

B. M33 Track Microfilm listing Track information provided
Data of A/C position to requester 2 weeks after

and plotted track. request after 1 Oct. 1976.
A/C track is also The program for super-
superimposed on imposing the aircraft
DADS contoured PPI. tracks on the DADS

contoured PPI is presently
under development.

C. ARTC Track All data available -- -- _ -- --

Data at Level 1.

D. Scope All data available -- -- -- -- .
Photo- at Level 1.
graphy I

E. MINA II Contoured maps of Estimate of processing time R. Rinehart R. Rinehart R. Rinehart R. Wolski
S- and X-band not available because both Additional
reflectivities for system and processing hire
selected cases. software are presently under Comp. Fac.

development. 1/2 time
programmer

F. Doppler Mean Doppler After 1 Sept. 1976, dual- 1. Harris I. Harris I. Harris I. Harris
FOF/C-band velocities and Doppler velocities can be J. Miller J. Miller J. Miller J. Miller
WPL/X-band reflectivities obtained within one month. R. Serafin D. Morris

will be available Dual-Doppler fields can be H. Frank
from each radar on developed in about 2 months. T. Kelly
magnetic tape. Software is presently under C. Mohr
These will be development for calculations 2 NOAA programmers
combined to produce of triple Doppler velocity fields.



Data Typical Estimated Time to Process Principal Data Field Data
Component Data Format Data to This Format Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

F. Doppler dual and triple
cont. Doppler velocity

fields for
selected cases.

Aircraft

A. Q/A 304D Listing of Data are routinely pro- B. Foote B. Foote IB Foote Research
Q/A 306D observed and cessed within 2 days after J. Fankhauser J. Fankhauser J. Fankhauser Aviation

derived parameters flight operations. J. Rosinski G. Langer G. Langer Facility
on magnetic tape Because of limitation of C. Wade
and microfilm computer time, these data G. Langer
plots as a may not become available
function of time until 1 Oct. 1976.
of the parameters Microphysical data will
as well as plots be reduced by 1 March 1977.
of aircraft
tracks. A tabu-
lation of aerosol
and nucleus
measurement s

Processing program for this r,
B. Sailplane Microfilm plots J. Dye Johnso JDy Johnson

29J *Mirofi obs d system is presently being T. Cannon29J of observed T Cannon
modified and estimates of time for avail- T

parameter. iV. Toutenhoofd 0·
Cannon camera ability of data are not now in hand. it v stue

annon amra is anticipated that the data will be rou- s

data on original B-Y Chintinely processed and available by 1 Oct.
film. film. 1976. Summaries of particle camera data

_________will be available by 1 Oct. 1976. _ ___

C. Sabreliner Listing of Data are routinely processed C. Biter C. Biter C.Biter Research
307D observed and within 2 days after flight Aviation Fac.

derived parameters operations. Because of C. Biter
on magnetic tape limitation of computer time,
and microfilm these data may not become
plots as a function available until 1 Oct. 1976.
of time of the Microphysical data will be
parameters as well reduced by 1 March 1977.
as plots of air-
craft tracks. A tabulation of aerosol & nucleus measurements.



Data Typical Estimated Time to Process Principal Data Field Data
Component Data Format Data to This Format Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

D. Q/A IOUW Listing of ob- Data are routinely G. Vali G. Vali W. Sand W. Cooper
served and de- processed within 2 days W. Cooper W. Cooper G. Vali
rived parameters after flight operations. W. Sand W. Sand
on magnetic tape Because of limitation D. Rogers
and microfilm of computer time, these L. Berg
plots as a data may not become R. Kelly
function of time available until 1 Oct.
of the parameters 1976. Microphysical
as well as plots data will be reduced
of aircraft tracks. by 1 March 1977.
A tabulation of
aerosol and nu-
cleus measurements.

E. T-28 Microfilm listings All data will be A. Dennis A. Heymsfeld W. Sand J. Halvorsen
of data recorded routinely processed P. Smith P. Smith D. Musil A. Heymsfeld
on the PMS system. and will be available D. Musil T. Cannon
Data recorded on by 1 Sept. 1976. C. Knight Grad. Stud.(SDSM&T)
the SDSM&T system A. Heymsfeld 2 student assist.
available on
magnetic tape
and hard copy.
Particle camera
data on original
film.

F. Seeding Voice recordings Transcripts available J. Dye J. Dye J. Dye J. Dye
Towplane of pilot by 1 Oct. 1976. Student assist. 0

observations. Secretary
_______1 ______ _____________ _ ____________ ____._____-

NHRE Hail Annotated hailstone 1 March 1977 N. Knight N Knight night Knight
Chase Mobiles photographs. |

Io
. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Data Typical Estimated Time to Process Principal Data Field Data
Component Data Format Data to This Format Investigator Coordinator Supervisor Processing

Wyo. Mobile Strip charts of Strip charts available G. Vali B. Martiner B. Martiner B. Martiner
Met. Systems observed para- after operation. W. Cooper D. Rogers D. Rogers D. Rogers

meters. Tabula- Microphysical measurements B. Kelly
tions of aerosol reduced by 1 March 1977. Grad. Students
and nucleus Selected pilot balloon
measurements and observations reduced
pilot balloon within 1 week of request
observations. after 1 Sept. 1976.

NHRE Aerosol Tabulation of 1 March 1977 J. Rosinski G. Langer G. Langer G. Langer
System aerosol and C. Nagamoto

nucleus 2 Student Assists.
measurements.

Wyo. Aerosol Tabulation of 1 March 1977 G. Vali G. Vali W. Cooper G. Vali
System aerosol and W. Cooper W. Cooper G. Vali W. Cooper

nucleus D. Rogers
measurements. L. Berg

B. Kelly
Grad. Students

0
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APPENDIX A

COMMUNICATIONS

1. Communications shall be in accordance with the following:

a. Be concise and brief. There will be a large number of users on each

frequency.

b. Allow priority to stations with "emergency" or "urgent" messages.

Usually, only messages involving safety to personnel, fire, damage to

property, etc., are to be considered "emergency" or "urgent." This

means that the information must be transmitted immediately. All other

stations should clear the circuit immediately when an "emergency" or

"urgent" call is made. Operational and administrative traffic does not

fall within this category.

c. Speak clearly and distinctly. Use language or expressions that are

clearly understandable.

d. Use standard calling procedures. First, say the call sign of the station

you are calling then-your own call sign so it will be known who is

calling. Example: Grover, this is NOAA-1. Or, 890, this is Grover, or

Sabreliner 307D, this is Grover. (A list of call signs will be publish-

ed at a later date.)

e. Termination of conversation. A radio conversation should be terminated

by stating your call sign and the fact that you are clearing the fre-

quency. This procedure serves the important purpose of notifying others

that the frequency is clear for their use. Example: Grover, out.

2. Radio Frequencies

Table A.l lists the radio communication functions required in NHRE and

the normal frequency used to accomplish the function. Table A.2 lists the NHRE

facilities and the radio frequencies available.
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TABLE A.1

Communication Functions and Frequencies

FUNCTION FREQUENCY (MHz)

AM FM

Repeater 1 Repeater 2
164.05R 164.7R

121.2 123.05 123.3 164.5T 164.325T 164.2 164.5 164.325

General Program x
Communications

General Ground -
Ground,

Radar Sites Secondary Primary

All other sites x
Mobile to

Mobiles x Mobile

General Air - Ground

Sailplane Experiment

QA N 10UW x

QA N 304D x

SP N9929J x

C180 52032 x

Mature Storm Study

QA N 304D x

QA N 306D x
N 10UW to

QA N 10UW x Mobiles

T-28 N 510MH x

Seeding Trials

SL N 307D (1) (2)

Aircraft Control

Grover to Denver ARTCC HOT LINE

(1) N 307D will use 123.05 during the Mature Storm Study when N 510MH is not airborne

(2) N 307D will use 164.2 during the Sailplane Experiments
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TABLE A. 2

Facilities and Available Radio Frequencies

FACILITY FREQUENCY (MHz)

AM FM

Repeater 1 Repeater 2
164.05R 164.7R

121.2 123.05 123.3 164.5T 164.325T 164.2 164.5 164.325

Fixed Sites

Grover Operations R only x x x x x

PAM Van x

Mesa Lab x x x

Doppler Radars x x

Laramie Airport x

Jeffco Airport x x

Butler Airport x x

Sidney Airport x x

Denver ARTCC x

Ground Mobiles

NCAR Chase Vehicles x x

Wyoming MMS x x x

Mesonet Vehicles x x

Precipitation Vehicles x x

PAM Vehicles x

Aircraft

QA N 304D x x x x x

QA N 306D x x x x x

SL N 307D x x x x x

SP N 9929J x x x

QA N 10UJ x x x x x

T-28 N 510MH x x x

C180 52032 x x x
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APPENDIX 3

SAFETY

1. Introduction. Safety is very important particularly in a program such as

NHRE that is conducted in a..rather remote area. This applies not only to

the employment of safe operating procedures in the conduct of daily operations

but equally important is that personnel should be aware of the procedures to

follow in the event an emergency should occur. This applies not only to

accidents but also to fires and natural disasters. Accordingly, a safety

training program will be established. All field personnel are encouraged to

attend these sessions.

2. Accidents. The most frequent emergency is an accident. Most accidents

are minor and the first aid needed is obvious to a trained person. In case

of serious injury, the following sequence of action is usually applicable:

give the urgently necessary first aid, have the victim lie down, check for

injuries, plan what to do, and carry out the indicated procedures.

a. Give urgently necessary first aid.

Act quickly for injuries where each second of delay is important:

(a) severe bleeding, (b) stoppage of breathing where artificial respiration

helps, and (c) poisoning. The proper first aid will be described later. While

attention is devoted to the patient, someone else should go or call for a

physician.

Certain other injuries require prompt help--severe burns, for example--

but the immediate danger to life is not so great. The urgent cases are seldom

encountered; they can usually be recognized and the first aid requirements are

relatively simple. With most serious accidents, commence with the next step.
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b. Keep the victim lying down.

Protect him from unnecessary manipulation and disturbance. Do not

heat the patient but keep the body temperature from falling. Blankets beneath

are usually more important than above, but there is hazard in placing them

before you know where the injuries are.

c. Check for injuries.

Your clues are the story of what happened, the victim's reactions

after the accident, his own ideas about his injuries, and your findings upon

examination. The direction and extent of examination should be guided by the

kind of accident and the needs of the situation. Have a reason for what you do.

If the urgent first aid has been given and the patient is properly protected

pending early arrival of a physician, a detailed examination is unnecessary.

If you must move the victim even a short distance before the physician comes,

you should first learn what body parts are injured so that you can support

them adequately during the transfer.

Suppose, however, you must carry through with first aid and perhaps

transport the victim. Here you must check carefully for injuries. Sometimes

the task is simple because it clearly involves a single exposed part, or

because, by the nature of the accident, there is no possibility of fractures,

lacerations, and the like. An example is poisoning. In other cases you

recognize that any body part may be injured and require attention. These cases

are the accidents caused by force: for example, traffic accidents, falls, gunshot

wounds, blows. With them, you should assure yourself, through consideration

of the above-mentioned clues, about every body part--the head, neck, trunk,

each extremity in turn. Remember always to consider head injury and back
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injury. With each part, think of surface injury, of fractures, and of internal

organ injury. In addition, note the patient's general condition and state of

consciousness.

Surface injuries are readily evident. Fractures and internal organ

injuries present greater difficulties. Visual evidence may be lacking with

the former and almost always is with the latter. Therefore your objective

in checkup for them is simple: find what body parts are, or possibly may be,

injured. Your first aid should aim to keep these parts immobile. When in doubt

about a body part, keep it from twisting, bending, and shaking, and do not

jackknife the patient. Do not pick him up by head and heels.

d. Plan what to do.

Get a physician or ambulance or obtain medical advice by telephone.

This should be one of the first moves. If helpers are needed, instruct them

carefully in their duties.

e. Carry out the indicated first aid.

Knowing what to do presents few difficulties, once the nature and

location of the injuries are learned. Do not attempt to save time and effort

by using second-best methods of first aid for this person entrusted temporarily

to you in his distress. First, stop profuse bleeding and determine whether

artificial respiration is necessary. After that, one may take time for a more

general examination.

f. Selected additional pointers

Find all the injuries. The checkup is often incomplete or sketchy

after the first injury is found--especially if it is a major injury.

Give first aid to minor as well as major injuries. For example,

a common error upon finding a fracture of a large bone and one of a small bone
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is to splint only the large bone.

Do not give fluids to an unconscious or partly conscious person,

because they may enter the windpipe. Do not attempt to rouse an unconscious

person by shaking him, talking, or shouting.

Following injury, do not lift a gasping person by the belt. This

is done very often and may aggravate injuries of the back or internal organs.

Gasping is not always caused by insufficient oxygen but may be due to injury

of back or chest.

With indoor accidents, use judgment about opening windows when

weather is cold except when noxious gases are present and may have caused the

accident. Indoors or out, the victim has enough air, and cold air may be too

chilling.

Be reluctant to make statements to the victim and bystanders about

the injuries. It is not your province to diagnose, evaluate, and predict.

Upon questioning from the victim, you can answer that you would rather have

the physician give information. Helpers must be given necessary information,

however.

Obtain the victim's name and address. When calling for a physician

or ambulance, be sure to give the exact location of the injured person, and

such information as you have concerning the nature of the injuries. Be sure

that the physician or ambulance driver knows where to go. Take advantage

of the telephone call to obtain good advice concerning first aid. To avoid

missing questions or advice, wait until the physician or driver hangs up.

Reassure the victim by telling him what first aid steps you are

going to take and how they will help him.
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If the victim in unconscious, loosen clothing about his neck. If

there is no fracture turn the patient on his side, maintaining this position

by flexing the leg or legs, and place a pillow under the head so that secretions

may drool from the corner of the mouth. This will usually allow good respiration.

3. Snake Bites. Rattlesnakes are prevalent in northeastern Colorado. Most

snake bite fatalities in this country are caused by rattlesnakes.

In snake-infested country, watch where you step, where you place your

hands, and where you sit. High boots are suggested because over half

of all bites are below midcalf.

Pain is immediate if venom is injected. The poisoned part soon swells

and discoloration appears. The bite of a non-venomous snake gives

little pain and produces no swelling beyond the usual for any wound,

nor any general reaction except perhaps an emotional one. Pit vipers

inflict one or two puncture wounds. They may introduce tetanus germs

as well as venom. With absorption of the poison, there is general weak-

ness, shortness of breath, nausea and vomiting, a weak and rapid pulse,

and sometimes dimness of vision. Unconsciousness may occur. If the

poison was injected directly into the blood stream, these signs appear

quickly. Otherwise absorption is slower and reactions may become marked

only after an hour or two.

If the snake is non-poisonous, first aid is the same as for ordinary

wounds. These bites are scratch-like rather than punctures. Watch the

victim for a time, because the emotional reaction may cause him to faint.
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If the snake is venomous, have the victim stop muscular activity at once.

Snake bite kits are included in all first aid kits. Instructions for

their use can be found on the back of each box. Follow these instruc-

tions.

Get the victim to the doctor immediately. Do not give stimulus. If

transportation is necessary, keep the victim lying down, with the

injured part somewhat lower than the rest of the body. During relief-

from-suction periods, apply ice or cold water, if possible, to the part

involved. This gives some relief from pain and slows the absorption of

poison into the system.

4. Radar Operations.

Safety belts and lines shall be worn by all persons when working where

there is danger of falling.

Personnel shall wear hard hats around and under the radar antenna where

falling objects may create a hazard.

A lock-out device will be activated to still the antenna rotation before

personnel are permitted to ascend above the pedestal.

All radar personnel should be especially aware of the hazards of electrical

equipment and comply with procedures outlined below in paragraph 5 below.

5. Electrical Equipment. Safe operation of electrical equipment includes

continuous inspection of equipment; protection against short circuits; avoidance

of overloading electrical circuits; proper respect for low-voltage equipment;
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adjustment and maintenance of equipment in'the presence of high voltage

potentials; compliance with operating instructions and other applicable

directives when working with equipment; no one shall work on high voltage

equipment by one's self; use insulated tools when working near circuits

carrying high voltages; all equipment should be properly grounded; avoid

dependence on safety devices; turn off transmitter when working on antennas

or antenna transmission lines.

6. Fire. Fire prevention includes proper storage of gasoline and other

inflammables, observing "no smoking" signs near fuel depots, and proper

fusing of electrical equipment. Personnel should familiarize themselves

with the location and type of fire extinguishers at each site.

7. Material Handling. Prevention of injury or accident during material

handling includes proper lifting and carrying positions and restriction of

not lifting too heavy a load(s); care and operating of mechanical handling

and lifting devices; vehicle loading and off-loading; proper storage crating.

8. Special Weather Hazards - Lightning. All towers will be grounded.

Whenever possible, personnel will keep away from towers during thunderstorms.

Personnel in the open should get into a vehicle if one is nearby; if not,

seek dry ground, if possible, and lie down.

9. Accident Reporting. All accidents, regardless of to whom or how minor

they are, should be reported to the NHRE Administrative Field Office. For
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work-related injuries, the Workman's Compensation Form "Employees First Report

of Accident" is required. This report must be completed immediately. The

major medical insurance by NCAR does not cover work-related injuires. For

non-work injuries, notify the NHRE Administrative Field Office at the earliest

practicable time.

Serious accidents must be investigated by a person appointed by the

Director. A serious accident, as defined by the NCAR Safety Inspection

Program, is one in which (a) personal injury results in three man-days of

lost time, or (b) unanticipated destruction of equipment or material valued

at $1,000 or more.
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10. Medical Emergency Facilities

Fort Morgan/Raymer area

Fort Morgan Medical Group. .................. 867-5681

Fort Morgan Medical Clinic .. ................ . 867-2437

Doctor's Office. .. . ... ..... .. . . 867-8221

Fort Morgan Community Hospital ................ 867-5671

Fort Morgan Ambulance Service ................ 867-2300 (2406)

Fire Department ................ ..... . .. 867-2211

Grover area-

Ambulance Service GHC, Hereford. ............... 496-2489

Dr. Sloetzel, Pine Bluffs. ............. . 245-3252

De Paul Hospital, Cheyenne ............ . ... 632-6411

Memorial Hospital, Cheyenne. ............ 634-3341

Fire Department. ....................... Grover Operator

Sterling area -

Logan County Hospital ..................... 522-0122

A-R Ambulance. .... ............... ..... 522-1345

Fire Department ........................ 522-2121

Peetz area-

Fire Department ........................ 334-3553

Sidney area-

Any Emergency . ....................... 911

Kimball area-

Any Emergency. . ............... v 911

Bushnell area-

Fire Department .......................... 673-2551
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APPENDIX

LOGISTICS

1. Housing

Housing in Grover will be required for an estimated 75 project person-

nel. If possible, the accommodations will be assigned on a permanent basis

throughout the summer.

2. Cafeteria

The Grover cafeteria will open on 26 April 1976, and will serve 3 meals

a day through the operational season.

3. Transportation

Transportation for the summer operations will be provided by a number

of vehicles. A carryall will make a daily trip from the Mesa Lab to Grover

and return. Every operational day, a vehicle will transport data between

Laramie and Grover.

Transportation between Grover and the site will be provided by an

eleven-passenger bus making scheduled trips in the morning and at the end

of the operations. Several vehicles will be assigned to a post at Grover

and will be available for special uses.

4. Petty Cash

A petty cash fund will be available at the Grover site for reimbursement

for minor field purchases totaling less than $25.
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